Search and Seizure
(POST Certification 8790-22273)
April 2, 2020 from 0800 to 1700 hours
MLK Community Center
140 E. 12th St., National City, CA 91950

Course Description:

This class is intended for any officer/agent who conducts law enforcement actions in California. This class will get you the information you need to legally get into criminal’s pockets, vehicles, and houses. The search and seizure laws are under attack in the courts and by our legislature! Over the past few years, the courts have rendered several decisions regarding search and seizure that have had a major impact on law enforcement particularly affecting those officers on patrol. Last year alone there were significant changes to searching for ID, the community caretaking functions of Law Enforcement, and some fantastic changes to the gun storage laws. Law Enforcement needs to know the changes, get back to the basics, and adapt to these changes. This course will focus on the legal challenges law enforcement faces in the field when it comes to arrests, detentions, and searches resulting from a variety contacts. Writing search warrants will also be addressed briefly along with recent court decisions impacting warrants, the content, and necessity for warrants in certain situations.

INSTRUCTOR:

DDA Tia Quick, San Diego County District Attorney’s Office: Tia Quick has been a DDA for 28 years and is currently assigned to the Law Enforcement Liaison position at SDPD. Tia is also the recent winner of the prestigious 2016 CNOA State Prosecutor of the Year. She was transferred from the Major Narcotics Unit where she worked specifically on Informant issues, search warrants, and complex narcotics cases. Prior to that, she worked eight years as the law enforcement liaison at SDPD and has also served in the JUDGE unit, GANG unit and the Superior Court unit during her time as a DDA. For the past thirteen years, the focus of her job has been the reviewing of search warrants, updating officers on the law regarding search and seizure as well as helping maintain a positive relationship between police agencies and the DA’s Office. Tia is a lead instructor for CNOA on Legal Updates/Search and Seizure and teaches throughout the state for local, state and federal law enforcement.

Register At: https://CNOA.org/events/calendar
Cost per class: $25 for CNOA Members and $50 for non-CNOA members.
Payments Accepted: credit card / check / cash. All payments accepted at the door. For phone credit card payments or questions please call Jason Hurley (619) 250-2815 or Email Jhurleycnoa@gmail.com
All Law Enforcement Federal, State and Local are welcome and encouraged to attend no matter what assignment you are working.

Want to get involved with CNOA, become a Training Committee member and receive free classes. Please contact any of the CNOA Region IV board members if interested.